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Abstract—The mobile advertisement (ad) network is gaining
an increasing interest due to the high popularity of smart phones.
Previous researches on the security issues of ad network primarily
focus on the privacy, permission and malware detection while
less attention has been paid to the traffic consumption issue
incurred by ad network. Though it is well known that ad
network plays an important role in network consumption, it
represents a great challenge of giving a fine-grained classification
of ad networks. Inspired by this, different from any previous
researches, in this study, we take the initial step towards modeling
the network consumption of Ad network in Android. We develop
an automatic ad analysis platform to quantify the ad network
traffic consumed by android applications (app). To achieve a
fine-grained quantification, we combine two sources of network
traffic. On one hand, we modify the android webview and log
system in system level to capture network traffic accurately. On
the other hand, we capture network traffic in router level to
collect detailed information of traffic packets, such as packet
size and URI. We have evaluated the developed system in terms
of normal apps, repacked apps and malicious apps based on
the real-world dataset, which is comprised of 93 Android apps.
We find out that ad traffic takes major percentage of the whole
network traffic caused by Android app. We have also studied the
ad library mechanism for 10 popular ad libraries. We found ads
from some ad libraries use much more network traffic because
they have to be fetched from remote ad libraries each time they
are shown to users while other ad libraries allow apps to store
ads locally.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Along with the popularity of smartphone as well as mobile
devices, we have witnessed a tremendous increase in mobile
data usage. According to the latest report from CISCO [1],
smartphones represented only 43 percent of total global handsets in use in 2015, but generated 97 percent of total global
handset traffic. Average smartphone usage grew 43% in 2015.
The typical smartphone generated 41 times more mobile data
traffic (929 MB per month) than the typical basic-feather cell
phone (which generated only 23 MB per month of mobile data
traffic). These statistics clearly reflect the growing popularity
of smartphone usage amongst mobile data users, which will
further boost the growth of mobile data traffic.

As part of the mobile eco-system, the app developers,
largely motivated by financial incentives, submit their apps
to third-party app store for users to access. However, the
majority of apps are free to download. To compensate for
their work, many app developers incorporate an advertisement
library (also known as an ad library) in their apps. The ad
library fetches ads from the ad network’s servers to display.
After users have viewed the ads, the app developer will get
paid correspondingly. During the whole process, mobile ads
contribute a significant overhead of mobile traffic. In addition
to ad network, another important factor that contributes to the
extra mobile traffic is the malware. The existing researches
pointed out that about 75% of malware involves network
activities and generates some HTTP traffic [14].
Existing work focuses on analyzing smartphone data traffic
[17]. However, they fail to provide a fine-grained and systematic evaluation on various traffic overhead incurred by smart
phones. It is highly expected for an in-depth analysis on the
traffic overhead incurred by the smartphone apps.
In this paper, we aim to give a systematic study on characterizing and quantifying the overhead traffic incurred by smartphone apps. The contributions of this work are summarized as
follows:
∙ We develop an automatic system which aims to automatically capture the traffic, classify the ad traffic from
the service traffic in terms of hosts, aggregate the overall
traffic consumptions. The developed system is expected
to cope with various kinds of apps, including repacked
apps and even malicious ones.
∙ We investigate 10 popular ad libraries and perform a
detailed evaluation on their impacts on the mobile traffic.
At the same time, our platform can calculate the total
network traffic caused by each ad library.
∙ In the evaluation, we compare the triggered traffic overhead of original apps, repacked apps and malicious apps.
The dataset covers 1000 normal apps from Google Play,
320 repacked apps from PANGU research lab [11] and
malicious apps from Android Malware Genome Project
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[12]. Our study shows it is surprising that the repacked
apps generally consume the most ad network traffic and
malicious apps consume the least ad network traffic.
The remain of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we introduce related work of this paper. Section III shows
the research goals of our paper. Section IV describes our system design about how to extract ad traffic. Section V discusses
the implementation of our system. Section VI provides detailed
results of various kinds of experiments about ad traffic. Finally,
we come to a conclusion in section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There are two previous research studies on the composition
and consumption of smartphone network traffic [6] [13]. These
two papers respectively captured the network traffic of android
and iPhone users and analyzed the composition. However,
none of them considered ad traffic. Another work focused on
the overhead traffic caused by free apps [17], but they were
unable to quantify the traffic automatically and precisely. In
[9], it analyzed the traffic characterisation and presented an
automatic method to extract and test android network traffic,
but it did not quantify the ad traffic. [16] presented a novel
redundancy elimination (RE) method to reduce the network
traffic of smartphone by 30%. To the best of our knowledge,
our paper is the first research to develop an automatic system
to quantify the ad network traffic consumed by android apps.
III. R ESEARCH G OAL

A. Overview of Ad Analysis Platform
In order to extract the ad traffic, we develop an Ad Analysis
Platform which is shown in Fig. 1. Once an android app is
running on our modified android emulator, we use Router
Level Capture and System Level Capture to capture the network traffic consumed by the app. We propose a novel traffic
match algorithm to get the detail information about the ad
traffic via analyzing these two sources of traffic packets. With
these information, the system generates cluster rules to filter ad
traffic. By filtering the captured traffic packets with these rules,
we can get the quantity of ad traffic caused by the android
app. The Ad Analysis Platform consists of the following four
components: System Level Capture Component, Router Level
Capture Component, Traffic Packet Clustering Component and
Ad Traffic Quantification Component.

Fig. 1: Ad Analysis Platform.
∙

The research goal of this work is twofold.
∙

∙

Firstly, it aims at having a fine-grained measurement of
ad network traffic. The existing work of packet capture
software cannot precisely determine which packets belong to ad network. Modifying the android system to log
the events of displaying ads can help to identify ad traffic,
but it can not get detail information about ad traffic, such
as packet size. In our work, we are able to acquire a finegrained measure of ad network traffic by combining these
two sources of traffic.
Secondly, we aim at studying how different ad libraries
affect the ad traffic. In particular, android apps usually
contain more than one ad libraries and the developers
may change the rate of displaying ads, which will lead
to different bandwidth consumption speed. Without loss
of generality, we developed our own android apps which
have one ad library for one round of evaluation.

∙

∙

IV. S YSTEM D ESIGN
To have a fine-grained classification of network traffic
consumed by smartphone apps in android system, we develop
an automatic analysis system which can automatically classify
and quantify the ad traffic and malware traffic. In this section,
we will introduce it in details.

∙

System Level Capture Component
To achieve a fine-grained traffic capture, we need to
characterize the ad traffic by capturing the traffic packet
and its context through android system. Existing android
system cannot accomplish this goal, so we decide to
modify the android webview and log system. In this way,
we are able to get a precise log of ad traffic.
Router Level Capture Component
We can capture the ad traffic precisely through System
Level Capture Component. However, we are still facing
the challenge of how to quantify the ad traffic since
packet size remains unknown. To address this problem,
we also capture all the traffic in the router level. Tshark
can analyze the traffic packet and get packet size. By
matching these two kinds of traffic, we are able to
quantify the ad traffic.
Traffic Packet Clustering Component
We propose a novel traffic match algorithm for the
sequence matching. With two kinds of traffic sources
from System Level Capture and Router Level Capture,
we use greedy match algorithm to extract ad traffic. The
insight of the algorithm is to find the most similar traffic
packets according to timestamp of packets in the two
sources of traffic. Based on the proposed algorithm, we
cluster the traffic and store them in Mongodb for the
future use of traffic quantification.
Ad Traffic Quantification Component
We can label the ad traffic in the traffic packets captured

in the router level based on the packet clustering rules
proposed in the above component. When the characteristics of a traffic packet match one of the clusters of ad
library, we can label this traffic packet as ad traffic. After
scanning all the TCP traffic packets, we can quantify the
ad traffic precisely. If we run one app for a certain time,
we can know the ad traffic consumed by the app.
B. Traffic Match Algorithm in Ad Analysis Platform
For ad traffic match problem, we abstract it
into such a model. Given two sequences ⟨𝑆⟩
and
⟨𝑅⟩
=
=
(𝑆𝑡1 ,𝑆𝑘1 ),(𝑆𝑡2 ,𝑆𝑘2 ),...(𝑆𝑡𝑛 ,𝑆𝑘𝑛 )
(𝑅𝑡1 ,𝑅𝑘1 ),(𝑅𝑡2 ,𝑅𝑘2 ),...(𝑅𝑡𝑚 ,𝑅𝑘𝑚 ). ⟨𝑆⟩ is a sequence
of traffic packets from System Level Capture, and ⟨𝑅⟩ is
a sequence of traffic packets from Router Level Capture.
(𝑆𝑡𝑖 ,𝑆𝑘𝑖 ) and (𝑅𝑡𝑗 ,𝑅𝑘𝑗 ) are traffic packets. 𝑆𝑡𝑖 and 𝑅𝑡𝑗
refer to time 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 of packet. 𝑆𝑘𝑖 and 𝑅𝑘𝑗 refer to related
information of packet. The algorithm is a simple gready
algorithm. For each 𝑆𝑖 ∈ ⟨𝑆⟩, we go through ⟨𝑅⟩ to find a
corresponding 𝑅𝑗 ∈ ⟨𝑅⟩ so that ∣𝑆𝑡𝑖 − 𝑅𝑡𝑗 ∣ < 1. Finally, we
will get the most match sequence ⟨𝑉 ⟩ = (𝑆𝑖 ,𝑅𝑖 )...(𝑆𝑗 ,𝑅𝑗 )
where 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑆𝑗 ∈ ⟨𝑆⟩ and 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑗 ∈ ⟨𝑅⟩ and ∣𝑆𝑡𝑖 − 𝑅𝑡𝑖 ∣ < 1.
Algorithm 1 Traffic Match Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Input: List A, List B
Output: A list of matching pair inside A and B
index = 0
for each 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 do
Find first index k that ∣𝑎.𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐵[𝑘].𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒∣ < 1 in
B[index...n]
if Find Such k then
index = k+1
end if
end for

The insight of Algorithm 1 is to find the most similar traffic
according to timestamp of the two sources of traffic. The
running time complexity is 𝑂(𝑛2 ). The algorithm is of high
effectiveness proven by a series of experiments. After the ad
traffic match, we are able to acquire some detailed information
about the traffic packet, such as stack context and Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI).
V. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we introduce the implementation of Ad
Analysis Platform. The Ad Analysis Platform is divided into
four sections, router level capture, system level capture, traffic
packet clustering and ad traffic quantification.
A. Router Level Capture Component
In this paper, we utilize Wireshark and Tcpdump to achieve
Router Level Capture. Android Debug Bridge (adb) is a
versatile tool that allows you to communicate with an emulator
instance or connected android-powered device. We make use
of adb to upload local file to android emulator, download the

file in android emulator to local computer. We can also use it
to install apps and check the device logs.
We just run a shell script. Then the app is installed in the
android emulator and starts to run by itself without any human
interactions. At the same time, the system captures all the
network traffic through the android phone. After a period of
time (e.g., 20 minutes), the capture process terminates and the
app is uninstalled automatically. At the same time, the captured
traffic packets have been stored in local computer.
B. System Level Capture Component
In System Level Capture, we need to characterize the ad
traffic so that we can match the ad traffic in the Router Level
Capture. To achieve the goal, we have to modify the android
webview and log system.
After the ad library obtains the content of ad through HTTP
request, it will invoke android webview widget to display the
ad. Webview is a default widget provided by android system
and it offers to display some webpage. When the ad library
gets the uri which needs to be displayed, then the uri will
be passed to the webview widget. Webview downloads all
the resources related to the uri, including website, pictures
and javascript codes. Then ads will be shown in the app with
picture effects. To capture the specific traffic packets, we need
to modify the webview widget. On the downloading of any
new resource, the onLoadResource method of WebViewClient
will be invoked. Therefore, we choose to rewrite the onLoadResource to label the ad traffic packets. The webview widget
mechanism is shown as Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Webview Widget.
After capturing the network traffic in system level, they
need to be stored in database for future use of quantifying
ad traffic. Since android system is multi-thread mechanism,
storing the captured traffic packets may encounter conflicts.
Android system provides a log system which has a mutual log
mechanism guaranteeing that log files can be written without
interruption. However, the log is limited to 1024 bytes and
we need much more than 1024 bytes to record the contexts
of the traffic packets. Besides, the log system is designed for
android applications and cannot be invoked in android kernel.
Therefore, we have to modify the log system.
The System Level Capture is illustrated as Fig. 3. The traffic
packet and its context are captured together. After serializing,
the json file is generated which is more than 2000 bytes and
it is beyond the limitation of the log system. To solve this
problem, we split the file into several files with the same tag.
Different json files have different tags. Having recorded all the

Fig. 3: System Level Capture Process.
logs, we need to extract the log information from the android
emulator with the help of ADB tool. We design an automatic
log extraction system. The system monitors the output of the
ADB log and accumulates the same log information. After all
these processes, the traffic packets from System Level Capture
are stored in MongoDB.
C. Traffic Packet Clustering Component
We will get two sources of traffic packets from Router Level
Capture and System Level Capture. With the help of our traffic
match algorithm, we can obtain some detailed information
about traffic packets, such as stack context and URI. By
comparing the keyword of ad library with URI, we can verify
whether a traffic packet belongs to ad traffic. Having got the
information about ad traffic, we need to cluster the ad traffic
and quantify them. We divide the URI into three distinguished

Fig. 4: Structure of URI
parts, host address, URI path and query string, as is shown in
Fig. 4. Thus, we can acquire three different characterisations
of a URI. By utilizing these characterisations, we are able to
calculate the similarity of any two URIs. We cluster traffic
packets with the similarity of URIs.
𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑈𝑎 , 𝑈𝑏 ) = (𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡(𝑈𝑎 .𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ, 𝑈𝑏 .𝑃 𝑎𝑡ℎ)
+ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡(𝑈𝑎 .𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑈𝑏 .𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦)
+ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑢𝑓 (𝑈𝑎 .𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑈𝑏 .𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡))/3
𝐴∩𝐵
𝐴∪𝐵
𝑀 𝑆(𝐴, 𝐵)
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑢𝑓 (𝐴, 𝐵) = 1 −
𝐿(𝐴) + 𝐿(𝐵) − 𝑀 𝑆(𝐴, 𝐵)
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1 −

represents the distance of two sets and 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑢𝑓 (𝐴, 𝐵) is the
distance of two hosts. 𝑀 𝑆(𝐴, 𝐵) means max suffix between
host A and host B. 𝐿(𝐴), 𝐿(𝐵) are lengths of host A and host
B. We make use of longest common suffix to measure the host
characterisation of two URIs. For instance, there is a service
with two servers and the websites are aws1.sina.com.cn and
aws2.sina.com.cn. There is a common string of length 3 in
both of the two URIs, then the similarity is 0.6 and distance is
0.4. Therefore, if the service is provided by the same company,
the similarity is relatively high. It is reasonable to measure the
similarity of host with longest common suffix.
Having calculated the similarity of any two URIs, we begin
to cluster these URIs. At fist, every URI is regarded as a single
cluster, and distance of two clusters is defined as the longest
distance between any two URIs in the cluster. If the distance
of any two clusters is smaller than a specific distance, we
combine these two clusters to form a new cluster. Finally, we
can obtain several clusters of ad traffic.
D. Ad Traffic Quantification Component
With the clusters of ad traffic, we have the ability to quantify
the ad traffic from captured traffic packets in Router Level
Capture. For any HTTP packet, we verify whether the packet
belongs to one of the ad traffic clusters, namely, whether the
largest distance between the URI in the packet and the URI
in the ad traffic cluster is less than a specific threshold. It is
defined as Equation (4).
𝑀 𝑖𝑛𝑀 𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑈 𝑅𝐼, 𝑢), 𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑗 ,
𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 ≤ 𝑀

(4)

We can get the best result with M assigned as 0.6 in a series
of experiments. When certain traffic packet belongs to the
ad traffic clusters, the traffic packet is labeled as ad traffic.
However, only HTTP packet is not enough to cover the whole
ad traffic. HTTP is based on TCP and TCP needs threehand shakes to establish a connection which also consumes
much traffic. Besides, when transfering pictures, the file is
transfered by splited packets and each packet needs to cause
corresponding traffic. These traffic will not be accounted if we
only consider HTTP packet. In this case, we have to take the
TCP packets into account. It’s easy to acquire the host address
of the TCP packets with its corresponding HTTP packet. In
this way, we are able to quantify all the ad traffic of a certain
app.
VI. E VALUATION
A. Evaluation of Matching Algorithms

(1)

(2)
(3)

𝐷𝑖𝑠(𝑈𝑎 , 𝑈𝑏 ) means the distance between URI a and URI b
and query is the search part in the URI. The method 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑆𝑒𝑡

We randomly selected 10 ad providers. According to Appbrain [10], admob and millennial take a majority of app market
and reach a percentage about 50% of the market. It is difficult
to validate traffic match algorithm with randomly selected
android apps since they not only cause ad traffic URIs, but
also account for some other URIs, like URIs for services
provided by the app. In this situation, we use the ad library
Software Development Kit (SDK) to develop our own android
apps so that they can only generate ad traffic URIs. Under

(a) Noraml Apps

(b) Repacked Apps

(c) Malicious Apps

Fig. 5: Ad Traffic of Android Apps

this circumstance, we use them to validate our traffic match
algorithm.
TABLE I: Traffic Match Result
Ad Library
admob
millennial
youmi
mobclix
jumptap
mopub
mobfox
adwo
leadbolt
cauly

URI
51
287
117
115
92
88
48
43
32
27

Match
51
287
117
113
90
88
47
42
32
27

From Table I, we can see a high match rate. We have
matched 894 URIs in 900 URIs and the match rate is more
than 99.33%. Then we take admob for example to show our
clustering result. In 51 HTTP traffic packets which contain
URIs, we find there are 7 clusters. The front 4 clusters have
20 URIs in total and the distances in these clusters are zero
for they are all the same URIs. Another 3 clusters contain
31 URIs. The 31 URIs are all like http://com.googleads/,
http://googleads.g.doubleclick/ and they are all websites of
ads from Admob server. The evaluation results show that the
proposed clustering algorithm works well.
B. Ad Traffic Analysis
In the following parts, we introduce the ad traffic of normal
apps, repacked apps and malicious apps. Then we show the
ad library mechanism adopted by current pupular ad libraries.
1) Ad Traffic of Normal Apps: In order to quantify ad traffic
of normal apps, we downloaded 1000 free apps from Google
Play. Without loss of generality, we selected 40 apps from 25
categories respectively. In the 1000 apps, we find that more
than half free apps are embedded with ad libraries and admob
takes the majority. More than 14% apps have more than one
ad libraries.
We randomly selected 55 apps with ad libraries for the
experiment. We ran each app for 20 minutes and quantified
the ad traffic consumed by each of them. From Fig. 5(a) we
can see more than half apps cause more than 400 KB network
traffic in merely 20 minutes. Besides, the ad traffic takes more
than 80% of total traffic for most apps. It means that the

majority of network traffic users pay for is useless and not
necessary,
2) Ad Traffic of Repacked Apps: To quantify the ad traffic of
repacked apps, we acquired 320 repacked apps from PANGU
research lab. We randomly selected 19 apps with ads from
those apps. Similar to normal apps we can see from Fig. 5(b),
more than half repacked apps consumed network traffic over
400 KB in merely 20 minutes. Besides, the ad traffic causes
more than 80% of total traffic for most apps.
Meanwhile, we downloaded 9 original apps corresponding
to the repacked apps. The Fig. 6 shows that repacked apps
cause more network traffic than original apps relatively. It
explains why the malicious developers prefer to repack the
apps by embeding other ad libraries into the original ones,
because the more frequently ads are seen by users, the more
money they will earn in return.

Fig. 6: Ad Traffic of Original and Repacked Apps
3) Ad Traffic of Malicious Apps: To quantify the ad traffic
of malicious apps, we obtained a malicious app dataset from
Android Malware Genome Project[12]. Different from normal
apps and repacked apps, malicious apps consumed rather small
amount of network traffic. Fig. 5(c) shows that most apps
caused less than 100 KB in 20 minutes. However, for most
malicious apps, the only network traffic caused by the app is
ad traffic in 20 minutes.
C. Ad Library Mechanism Analysis
There are two kinds of mechanisms for ad service providers,
which determines how to load ads from remote servers.
∙ The mechanism 1 is to download all the ads from the
remote server at the time and store them in the local
database. The app just needs to fetch the ad from local
database to display without consuming extra network
traffic.

The mechanism 2 is to fetch the ad from the remote
server each time the ad is displayed. By this means, extra
network traffic will be caused.
From the statistics of google play we collect, many android
apps contain more than one ad libraries. We select 10 popular
ad libraries of android market. To investigate how it works,
we develop our own android app with these ad libraries and
each app demo with only one ad library and the same setting.
We ran the apps for 60 minutes and the data was cut into six
parts with each part 10 minutes. During the experiment, the
apps either displayed the same ads or several repeated ads.
∙

Fig. 7: Ad Library Mechanism 1

Fig. 8: Ad Library Mechanism 2
Comparing ad traffic consumed by each ad library, we can
divide these ad libraries into two classes. From Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, it is observed that admob, leadbolt, mobfox, mopub,
jumptap take Mechanism 1 and millennial, caully, mobclix,
youmi and adwo take Mechanism 2. Mechanism 1 causes
a high traffic overhead in first 10 minutes and cause rather
small amount of traffic in the following 50 minutes. While
mechanism 2 consumes almost the same level amount of ad
traffic all the time and these is no big difference between the
data in first 10 minutes and the following 50 minutes.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop an automatic ad analysis platform
by modifying the android system to quantify the ad traffic
of android app. The ad analysis platform characterises the ad
traffic and then successfully quantifies the ad traffic. We test
three different kinds of apps. Most normal apps and repacked
apps consume more than 400 KB ad network traffic in 20
minutes and some even exceed 1M. It is surprising that the
malicious apps cause small amount of ad traffic relatively. We
also find that the ad library mechanisms of some popular ad
libraries are different. During the experiment, half ad libraries
prefetch the ads and store them in local database. The other

half have to fetch the ads each time the ads are shown to the
users.
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